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1.0 SUMMARY 
 

Normal perception of color vision is thought to be an important attribute for many 
occupations.  Several mishaps in the transportation industry have been blamed on color 
deficiencies.  Historically, color vision status was assessed using color matching or color naming 
tests or pseudo-isochromatic plates.  More recently, however, computer-based automated tests 
have been developed to both improve testing sensitivity and offer the ability to quantify levels of 
color deficiencies. Color vision testing was performed on 50 color normal and 50 color abnormal 
subjects using three commercially available computer-based color tests as well as an 
anomaloscope.  These findings were related to a color sorting task that represented an 
operationally relevant task for U.S. Air Force aviators. The computer-based tests proved to be 
highly sensitive in identifying color vision deficiencies, in some cases more sensitive than the 
anomaloscope.  Overall, there was a trend of worsening performance on the operational task with 
increasing levels of color deficiency.  While this was a statistically significant finding, the 
magnitude of the effect was low, and many color abnormal subjects, especially mildly and 
moderately deficient subjects, performed within normal levels.  We recommend these findings be 
interpreted with caution, as the operational task used colors with very specific chromaticities and 
with high contrast under optimal conditions.  True operational environments are far more austere 
with variables that go beyond those evaluated in this study. 
 
2.0 INTRODUCTION 
 

Determination of color vision status has been a longstanding topic of interest for the 
transportation industry.  While many other occupations maintain some level of color vision 
standards, it is of particular importance in transportation, as colored symbologies are frequently 
used to aid or direct critical activities such as aircraft landing approaches or railroad right-of-way 
designations.  Misinterpretation of these signals due to anomalous color perception may lead to 
mishaps, resulting in fatalities and/or significant financial loss. 

Color vision deficiency was identified as the primary factor in a 1996 New Jersey 
railroad collision that killed 3, injured 158, and left $3.3M in damage.  In this event, the train 
engineer neglected to report a medical condition that precipitated an acquired color deficiency.  
This was compounded by the fact that the medical examiner did not follow proper color vision 
testing protocol and the condition went undiagnosed.  Consequently, the engineer misinterpreted 
a red stop signal, failed to yield, and struck a commuter train [1].  Defective color vision was 
similarly cited as a contributing factor in a railroad collision in Oklahoma in 2012 [2].  The 
engineer suffered from an acquired color vision loss as well as overall reduced visual acuity 
secondary to multiple ophthalmic pathologies including glaucoma, cataracts, cystoid macular 
edema, and epi-retinal membranes.  Despite his complaints that he had difficulty seeing signals 
and that he did not meet either color vision or visual acuity standards, the engineer maintained 
medical certification.  The National Transportation Safety Board determined the probable cause 
of the accident was due to the engineer’s inability to see and correctly interpret a colored signal.  
This event resulted in three fatalities and $14.8M in damage.  In 2002, the cause of a Fed Ex 727 
crash in Tallahassee, FL, was blamed, in part, on the first officer’s inability to properly interpret 
the precision approach path indicator lights due to a congenital color deficiency [3].  During a 
visual approach at night, the plane descended below glide slope and landed short of the runway, 
injuring all three crew members with total loss of the plane.  As with most mishaps, there was 
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not one singular cause cited; however, defective color vision and misinterpretation of the landing 
lights were cited as contributing to the event. 

The origin of occupational color vision screening is somewhat clouded in history.  
Wilson [4] has suggested that the first color vision standards for railway workers were 
implemented around 1853 by the Great Northern Railway Company in England, more than a 
quarter of a century before visual acuity standards were adopted [5].  However, these standards 
were not established on an industry-wide scale, and there are doubts whether the standards were 
effectively administered.  Reasons for establishing these standards are not abundantly clear, as 
there was no sentinel event that could be identified as a basis for the change.  Vingrys [6] 
proposed they likely arose due to (1) the demand for safe and reliable methods of travel, (2) the 
increased use of colored signals in the transportation industry, and (3) the recognition that color 
vision deficiencies were relatively common and improper recognition of colored signals could 
result in a mishap.  The landmark event that most authorities cite as the true origin of 
occupational screening for color vision was a fatal railroad accident in Lagerlunda, Sweden, in 
1875, described in detail by Mollon [7].  Ironically, there is no conclusive evidence that color 
vision played a role in the mishap at all.  The two individuals who were hypothesized to be color 
deficient perished in the accident and could not be tested, leaving the authors to conclude that 
“without doubt the Lagerlunda accident had a central role in the introduction of screening for 
color deficiency by railroads throughout the world, but it is less certain that color deficiency had 
a central role in the Lagerlunda accident” [7]. 

The U.S. military adopted color vision and visual acuity standards for the U.S. Navy and 
Merchant Marine through House Resolution 135 of the Forty-Seventh Congress 1881-1883 [5], 
although the specific methods of testing were not stated.  Early color vision testing methods 
employed by the U.S. Army Air Corps consisted of the Jennings’ self-recording test [8], with 
Stilling’s pseudo-isochromatic plates and the William’s lantern as secondary tests [9].  Over the 
next five decades, various forms of pseudo-isochromatic plates were utilized by the Army Air 
Corps (now U.S. Air Force) and were nicely summarized by Tredici et al. in 1972 [10].  In recent 
years, these tests have fallen under scrutiny and have been described as having “antiquated 
roots” in relation to the changes in aviation platforms and visual demands on aviators in the 21st 
century [11].  Furthermore, traditional color vision screening methods have numerous, well-
known deficiencies including (1) reduced sensitivity and specificity [12,13], (2) inability to fully 
randomize the presentation, (3) propensity for technician error and bias, 4) requirement for 
specialty lighting to ensure test validity, and 5) test plates fade over time. 

In the last several decades, improvements to computer-generated display systems have 
facilitated the development of computer-based, automated tests of color vision [14,15].  The 
United Kingdom’s Civil Aviation Authority now recognizes the Colour Assessment & Diagnosis 
(CAD) as an authorized color vision screening device for civilian pilots [16].  Similarly, the U.S. 
Navy is currently evaluating the Waggoner Computerized Color Vision Test (WCCVT) for 
screening aircrew members [17].  In 2011, the U.S. Air Force transitioned to computer-based 
testing, with the Rabin Cone Contrast Test (RCCT) designated as the sole approved device for 
assessment of color vision for aircrew personnel and applicants to aircrew positions [18].  These 
devices address the deficiencies of traditional color tests mentioned above and additionally 
quantify the severity of the color deficiency.  This was not possible with some of the older tests 
such as the anomaloscope or lantern tests. 

The purpose of this study was to compare the clinical screening performance (sensitivity 
and specificity) of the RCCT relative to the CAD and WCCVT as well as to the anomaloscope, 
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which is widely considered the gold standard for assessing color vision status.  The second goal 
of the study was to relate clinical measurements of color vision to performance on a scenario 
simulating an operational color vision task. 

 
3.0 METHODS 
 
3.1 Participants 

 
This prospective study was approved by the Wright-Patterson Air Force Base 

Institutional Review Board (IRB # FWR20120220H).  All subjects offered consent prior to 
participation and were free to withdraw at any point during the study.  Study participants 
consisted of 50 individuals with normal color vision and 50 individuals with varying degrees of a 
congenital deutan or protan color deficiency.  All subjects participated in the clinical screening 
tasks, although two could not be evaluated on the operational task due to time constraints.  
Inclusion criteria consisted of participant age between 18 and 50 years, uncorrected or corrected 
visual acuity of at least 20/20 in each eye, and the absence of ocular pathology or medication use 
that could impair color vision. Table 1 describes the demographics of the subjects evaluated.  
There was a marked gender bias in the normal subject pool due to the fact that this population 
was composed primarily of pilot applicants, a traditionally male-dominated field.  Additionally, 
color deficient subjects showed a larger bias due to the fact that congenital color deficiencies are 
x-linked recessive traits, thus predisposing men to the condition. 
 

Table 1. Subject Demographics 

Group Mean age 
(range) (yr) 

Gender 
(Male/Female) 

Color Normal 29.3 (18-50)        35 / 15 

Deutan 32.3 (19-50)        28 / 4 

Protan 31.2 (18-50)        17 / 1 
 
3.2 Equipment and Design 

 
Four clinical measures of color vision were evaluated: (1) RCCT, version 12.1; (2) 

WCCVT, no version – software date stamped 30 Oct 2012, copyright 2011; (3) CAD, version 
2.1.3; and (4) Oculus anomaloscope, version 1.30, type 47715. 

The RCCT (Innova Systems, Burr Ridge, IL) is based on the principle of cone isolation 
[19,20].  Using the staircase mode, a single letter stimulus is presented for 4 seconds on a gray 
background.  The chromaticity of the stimulus and background is selected such that only a single 
normal cone type (L, M, or S) is sensitive to the target.  The subject identifies the stimulus by 
using a mouse to select the matching letter from a 10-letter answer template.  If correct responses 
are given, the contrast of the stimulus is decreased in a stair-step fashion; similarly, the contrast 
is sequentially increased with incorrect responses.  Step-wise adjustments of contrast for each 
chromaticity being tested provide an estimate of the just-noticeable contrast for each cone type.  
Testing is performed at 36 inches under monocular conditions in an otherwise darkened room.  
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Each cone type is scored on a scale from 0 to 100 in increments of 5, with 75 or greater 
representing a passing score (additional details concerning the cone contrasts and calibration can 
be found elsewhere [20]). 
 The WCCVT (currently marketed as ColorDx by Konan Medical USA, Irvine, CA) 
resembles a digitized version of pseudo-isochromatic plates and uses targets and background 
colors that take advantage of confusion lines within the Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage 
colorspace.  A “hidden” image is presented for 2 seconds and then replaced by a template of 
eight possible answers.  Subjects are given unlimited time to identify the number seen in the 
image or choose that they did not see anything.  The first module consists of 25 images with an 
additional sample image that can be seen by both color normal and color abnormal subjects.  
Correct identification of at least 21 slides is required for a passing score per Dr. Terry Waggoner, 
the developer of the test.  Subjects who do not meet these minimum criteria are then given two 
sets of 32 desaturated slides that are intended to delineate between a deutan and protan 
deficiency, with the diagnosis based on the lower score of the two slide sets.  All subjects are 
also given a set of 12 slides that tests for a tritan deficiency and requires nine or more correct 
responses to pass.  Testing was performed under binocular conditions at a distance of 
24-30 inches in an otherwise darkened room. 

The CAD (City Occupational Ltd., London) is based on the concept of camouflage 
wherein a target is presented within a variegated background of randomly varying brightness 
[21].  During the test, the subject views a colored stimulus moving along the diagonal on a 
gray background.  Both the stimulus and background are formed by discrete elements that 
dynamically flicker (although the average luminance of both the target and background 
remains fixed and equal) to produce luminance noise and, thus, limit identification of the 
motion to color cues alone.  The subject identifies the direction of the motion by pressing one 
of four buttons on a keypad.  If the motion cannot be detected, the subject must guess before 
the test will continue.  The contrast of the color stimulus is increased or decreased, depending 
on whether the response is correct or not, until a threshold is reached.  The test screens for 
normal color vision, quantifies the level of chromatic sensitivity, and diagnoses the type of 
deficiency (protan, deutan, tritan) when present.  Results are reported in standard CAD linear 
units, which were converted to log units for reporting and correlation with other findings.  The 
pass/fail criteria are proprietary, however, based on prior experience, it appears to be in the 
range of 1.78 linear units or 0.25 log units.  The CAD is performed under binocular conditions 
at a distance of 1.4 meters in an otherwise darkened room. 

The anomaloscope was a computer-controlled Heidelberg Multi-Color (Oculus USA, 
Arlington, WA) using the Rayleigh equation for red/green color deficiencies.  During the test, 
the subject views a circular color pattern through an eyepiece (much like looking through a 
microscope).  The top half of the pattern is a mixture of red (670 nm) and green (535 nm) light, 
while the bottom reference field is a single wavelength yellow light (589 nm).  After focusing 
the eyepiece, the subject is shown presentations of varying ratios of red and green in the test 
pattern and asked if the mixture matches the reference.  Once the subject reports an 
approximate match, he/she is allowed to manually adjust the red/green mixture to provide an 
exact match (protans are additionally allowed to vary the brightness of the reference light).  
Once an exact match is achieved, referred to as the “matching midpoint” (MM), the 
administrator then probes around the match point to determine the range of red/green mixes the 
subject is willing to call a match. This is referred to as the “matching range” (MR) Throughout 
this process, the target is presented for 5 seconds with a 1-second presentation of a white 
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(bleaching) light to minimize color adaptation.  Normal color status was defined as an MM 
between 34.0 and 46.0 with an MR less than 4.1.  Midpoints below 34.0 were diagnostic of a 
deutan deficiency, while midpoints above 46.0 represented a protan deficiency. 

The operational task was developed by scientists at the U.S. Air Force School of 
Aerospace Medicine Operational Based Vision Assessment (OBVA) laboratory with support 
from U.S. Air Force (USAF) pilot subject matter experts (SMEs).  This task simulated the 
secondary multi-function display of a fifth generation fighter aircraft, or situation awareness 
(SA) display, which uses colored symbologies to identify “friend” icons (green) versus “foe” 
icons (red) as well as colored lines to identify various boundary markers (as illustrated in 
Figure 1).  In total, 120 SA display snapshots were created by OBVA researchers in 
coordination with a pilot SME with over 4,000 hours of flight time.  The SA display task was 
identified as a critical color dependent flight task by a team of vision scientists, aeromedical 
personnel, and pilot SMEs from several different weapons platforms (the OBVA Integrated 
Product Team).  The chromaticity and luminance of all icons and markers matched those 
present on the display in the aircraft, and the monitor was calibrated for luminance and 
chromaticity using a Minolta CS-200. 

The subject’s task was to determine if a “foe” icon was present between the red and 
cyan boundary markers.  The view shown on the left of Figure 1 represents a positive response 
given that a set of “foe” icons is located between the specific boundaries, while the view on the 
right would be a negative response as the “foe” icons are located outside the boundaries.  
Patient responses were captured using a standard keyboard.  A “Yes” response is denoted with 
the Up arrow and a “No” response with the Down arrow. 

 

  

Figure 1. Screenshot of operational task. 
View on left represents positive response; view on right represents negative response. 
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Prior studies utilizing this task have demonstrated a relatively high degree of variability 
within both color normal and color deficient populations.  To control for other variables not 
related to color vision status such as reaction time, decision making speed, visual tracking 
skills, etc., the task was initially performed under achromatic (grayscale) conditions where the 
subject had to identify if a “foe” airplane (denoted by icons of increased luminance) was 
present in the area of interest (denoted by boundary markers with increased luminance).  
Results for the chromatic condition were divided by results from the achromatic condition to 
produce what we refer to as the “normalized” result. 
 Subjects were given instructions to respond as quickly and accurately as possible with 
the emphasis on speed.  They were allowed to practice both the chromatic and achromatic 
scenarios until it was evident that there was no additional improvement due to learning effects.  
Once the test sequence began, each condition (achromatic and chromatic) consisted of three 
blocks of 50 presentations.  Throughput was the performance metric and was calculated as the 
average percent correct divided by average reaction time for all 150 presentations. 
 
4.0 RESULTS 
 
4.1 Clinical Tasks 
  

Table 2 reports the screening results for each of the four devices.  Color vision status 
for all subjects was based on the consensus of the test battery.  Other studies often consider the 
anomaloscope as the gold standard and assign color status strictly from this device.  However, 
there was compelling evidence that two subjects (#81 and #90) were color anomalous despite 
being identified as color normal by the Oculus anomaloscope.  A third subject (#4) was 
identified as color abnormal by the Oculus anomaloscope but was clearly normal on all other 
devices.  Table 3 reports findings for these three subjects.  Determination of the type of color 
deficiency for subject #90 was challenging, as the RCCT and WCCVT identified a protan 
deficiency while the CAD diagnosed a deutan deficiency.  For this single subject, the Nagel 
anomaloscope was used to aid in the diagnosis, and it confirmed a protan deficiency. 
 

Table 2. Screening Characteristics for Each of the Four Clinical Devices Evaluated 

Characteristic RCCT CAD WCCVT Oculus 
Anomaloscope 

Sensitivity 
(True Positive) 

100.0% 
(50/50) 

100.0% 
(50/50) 

    94.0%a 
    (47/50) 

96.0% 
(48/50) 

Specificity 
(True Negative) 

100.0% 
(50/50) 

100.0% 
(50/50) 

    94.0% 
    (47/50) 

98.0% 
(49/50) 

Type of deficiency correctly diagnosed 
(i.e., deutan vs. protan) 

100.0% 
(50/50) 

94.0% 
(47/50) 

    78.0%b 
    (39/50) 

96.0% 
(48/50) 

      a17 subjects additionally identified as having a tritan (blue cone) defect, not confirmed on any other testing. 
      bp<0.05 versus other devices using Fisher exact test. 
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Table 3. Subjects Whose Anomaloscope Findings Were Inconsistent with Overall Test 

Battery 

Subject Number RCCT 
(OD/OS) CAD WCCVT 

Oculus 
Anomaloscope 

(OD/OS) 
4 

Color normal by 
battery, protan by 

Oculus anomaloscope 

L Cone: 95/95 
M Cone: 90/95 

(Normal) 

Red/Green: 
1.15 

(Normal) 

Screening: 23/25 
(Normal) 

MM: 47.5/48.8 
MR: 1.2/0.8 

(Protan) 

81 
Color abnormal by 
battery, normal by 

Oculus anomaloscope 

L Cone: 95/90 
M Cone: 60/70 

(Deutan) 

Red/Green: 
2.08 

(Deutan) 

Screening: 1/25 
Deutan plates: 15/32 
Protan plates: 17/32 

(Deutan) 

MM: 37.4/38.1 
MR: 0.9/0.9 

(Normal) 

90a 
Color abnormal by 
battery, normal by 

Oculus anomaloscope 

L Cone: 60/70 
M Cone: 90/95 

(Protan) 

Red/Green: 
2.21 

(Deutan) 

Screening: 20/25 
Deutan plates: 25/32 
Protan plates: 22/32 

(Protan) 

MM: 42.2/39.2 
MR: 1.1/3.2 

(Normal) 

  OD = oculus dexter, right eye; OS = oculus sinister, left eye. 
  aSubject #90 determined to be protan on Nagel anomaloscope (MM= 46.0/46.8, MR= 4.0/6.0). 
 

Using the consensus of the test battery to define color status, the RCCT and CAD had 
the best sensitivity (identifying a color anomalous subject as abnormal) and specificity 
(identifying a color normal subject as normal) of all devices tested, 100% for both.  However, 
the CAD identified three subjects as deuteranomalous when the abundance of evidence 
demonstrated a protanomalous deficiency. The WCCVT showed the poorest ability to 
delineate the nature of the color deficiency, misidentifying the nature of deficiency on 11 of 
the 50 color anomalous subjects and additionally labelled 17 subjects as having a tritan 
deficiency that was not observed on any other device and would be a completely unexpected 
rate of occurrence for this exceptionally rare condition [22]. 

Figures 2 and 3 report rank-order plots of RCCT and CAD scores.  RCCT scores were 
based on the lower of the L and M cone scores.  Figures 4 and 5 report WCCVT scores.  
Figure 4 shows the screening results for all 100 subjects, while Figure 5 reports results from 
the desaturated slides correlating to the affected cone for color deficient subjects. 

Figure 6 reports rank order of Oculus anomaloscope results for each eye.  Vertical lines 
represent the MR and dashed horizontal lines represent the USAF normal range.  Results 
below the range are consistent with a deutan deficiency and results above represent a protan 
deficiency.  It is clearly apparent that some color abnormal subjects had an MM within normal, 
but had an extended MR (>4.1 or ± 2.05 units above and below the midpoint).  This is 
considered an abnormal anomaloscope finding and, in this event, color status was defined by 
the remainder of the test battery. 
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Figure 2. Rank order of RCCT scores.  Dashed line represents USAF pail/fail criteria. 
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Figure 3. Rank order of CAD scores.  Pass/fail criteria are proprietary to the manufacturer. 

Figure 4. Rank order of WCCVT scores on screening plates.   
Dashed line represents pass/fail criteria suggested by Dr. Terry Waggoner. 
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Figures 7 and 8 report correlation of RCCT results to the CAD and WCCVT.  The 
RCCT is performed under monocular conditions, while the CAD and WCCVT are 
administered binocularly.  Thus, CCT scores are reported as the average of OD and OS scores.  
For color deficient subjects, results of the affected cone are reported.  For color normal 
subjects, results of the L and M cone are averaged.  Further, the CAD reports result in linear 
units that were converted to logarithmic units for better comparison to the RCCT.  It is readily 
observed that although there is good correlation between RCCT and WCCVT, it is primarily 
due to the large pool of normal subjects and associated ceiling effect with each test.  As shown 
in Figure 9, correlation is improved if the desaturated plate score is used for color abnormals. 

Figure 10 shows correlation of the RCCT to the anomaloscope.  Each test is performed 
under monocular conditions; however, for the sake of brevity, scores are reported as the 
average of the right and left eye.  The CCT result was the score of the affected cone for color 
deficient subjects and the average of L and M scores for color normal subjects.  The 
anomaloscope MM was converted from a raw score to the number of standard deviations (SDs) 
away from the mean MMs of this study’s color normal population (40.89 ± 2.11).  This 
effectively negates the direction of the midpoint shift (lower for deutan subjects, higher for 
protan subjects) and makes comparison to the RCCT more evident.  Although not shown 
graphically, a similar comparison of RCCT scores to the anomaloscope MR was performed 
and yielded a relatively low correlation, r2=0.27. 
  

Figure 5. Rank order of color abnormal scores on WCCT desaturated plates. 
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Figure 6. Rank order of Oculus anomaloscope scores. 
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Figure 7. Correlation of RCCT to CAD. 

Figure 8. Correlation of RCCT to WCCVT screening scores. 
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Figure 9. Correlation of RCCT to WCCVT scores from screening plates on normal subjects and scored from 
desaturated plates corresponding to the affected cone type for color abnormal subjects. 

Figure 10. Correlation of RCCT to anomaloscope matching midpoint shift from mean (in SD units). 
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Table 4 reports correlation coefficients between the three automated tests for all 
subjects as well as the anomaloscope, while Table 5 lists coefficients only within the abnormal 
population.  RCCT and anomaloscope scores were averaged across the two eyes to allow for 
comparison with binocular CAD and WCCVT results.  Correlations for all devices were 
significant when all subjects were considered.  When the analysis was limited to color 
abnormal subjects, correlations between automated devices were significant; however, no 
findings were significant for the anomaloscope. 

 
Table 4. Correlation of Determination between Clinical Devices for All Subjects 

Device RCCT CAD WCCVTa WCCVTb 
CAD 0.882    
WCCVTa 0.844 0.812   
WCCVTb 0.851 0.894 0.914  
Anomaloscopec 0.507 0.458 0.593 0.579 

        Note: p<0.001 for all results. 
            aUsing screening plates only. 
            bUsing desaturated plates for color abnormals. 
            cMM shift from mean level in units of SDs. 

 
Table 5. Correlation of Determination between Clinical Devices for  

Color Abnormal Subjects 

Device RCCT CAD WCCVTa WCCVTb 
CAD  0.446c    
WCCVTa  0.173c 0.256c   
WCCVTb  0.294c 0.639c    0.570c  
Anomaloscoped  0.016   0.058    0.003 0.014 

            aUsing screening plates only. 
            bUsing desaturated plates for color abnormals. 
            cp<0.002. 
            dMM shift from mean level in units of SDs. 

 
4.2 Operational Task 
 
 Table 6 reports correlations of the clinical tests to the operational task.  There was modest 
correlation between each device and performance on the task under chromatic conditions and no 
correlation between the clinical tests and achromatic findings.  Better correlation was achieved 
for each device when the throughput was normalized (i.e., chromatic throughput/achromatic 
throughput).  The CAD yielded the highest level of correlation with the operational task 
(Figures 11-13), while the anomaloscope had the lowest. 
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Table 6. Correlation of Determination between Clinical Screenings and  
Throughput on Operational Task 

Device Chromatic Task 
(all p<0.0001) 

Achromatic 
Task 

(no significance) 

Ratio of 
Chromatic to 
Achromatic 

(all p<0.0001) 
RCCT 0.276 0.005 0.484 
CAD 0.324 0.001 0.514 
WCCVTa 0.255 0.007 0.464 
WCCVTb 0.282 0.006 0.496 
Anomaloscopec 0.164 0.014 0.342 

            aUsing screening plates only. 
            bUsing desaturated plates for color abnormals. 
            cMM shift from mean level in units of SDs. 

 

 

Figure 11. Chromatic throughput as a function of CAD scores. 

Figure 12. Achromatic throughput as a function of CAD scores. 
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 Figure 14 shows performance on the operational task based on color status.  Subjects 
were placed into one of four groups: (1) color normal; (2) mildly deficient, defined as an average 
OD/OS RCCT score of 55-70 on the affected cone type; (3) moderately deficient, defined as an 
average RCCT score of 35-50; and (4) severely deficient, defined as an average RCCT score less 
than 35.  These groups were selected based on the current grading scale used by the USAF for 
defining color vision status.  Subjects were not separated into deutan or protan specific 
subgroups, as the sample size in the mildly deficient group would have been inadequate to derive 
meaningful results.  Statistical differences in performance between the four groups on the three 
aspects of the operational task were analyzed using a chi-square test and are reported in 
Tables 7-9.  Under chromatic conditions, moderate and severe color deficients performed 
(statistically) significantly worse than color normals, while no significant differences were 
observed between mild deficients and color normals.  There was, additionally, a significant 
difference between moderate and severe color deficients, but not between mild and severe 
deficients, likely due to the limited sample size in the mild color deficient group.  No significant 
differences in performance between any group were observed under achromatic conditions.  
When chromatic performance was normalized by achromatic performance, both moderate and 
severe deficients performed statistically worse than normals.  Severely deficient subjects also 
performed statistically worse than both mild and moderate deficients. 
 
 
  

Figure 13. Normalized throughput (chromatic/achromatic) as a function of CAD scores. 
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Table 7. Effect of Color Vision Status on Chromatic Throughput on Operational Task 
(p-values for chi-square Statistic) 

Status Color 
Normal 

Mild 
Deficient 

Moderate 
Deficient 

Mild Deficient 0.142   
Moderate Deficient 0.001 0.728  
Severe Deficient <0.001 0.109 0.030 

 
 
 

Table 8. Effect of Color Vision Status on Achromatic Throughput on Operational Task  
(p-values) 

Status Color 
Normal 

Mild 
Deficient 

Moderate 
Deficient 

Mild Deficient 0.683   
Moderate Deficient 0.259 0.339  
Severe Deficient 0.561 0.476 0.669 

 
  

Figure 14. Relative performance on operational task based on color status (mean ± 1 SD). 
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Table 9. Effect of Color Vision Status on Normalized Throughput (Chromatic/Achromatic) 
on Operational Task (p-values) 

Status Color 
Normal 

Mild 
Deficient 

Moderate 
Deficient 

Mild Deficient 0.073   
Moderate Deficient <0.001  0.092  
Severe Deficient <0.001 0.004 0.016 

 
5.0 DISCUSSION 
 

All of the computer-based tests evaluated (RCCT, CAD, and WCCVT) proved to be 
highly effective in screening for color vision deficiencies.  Overall, there was good agreement 
between the computer-based tests and the anomaloscope in classifying observers as color normal 
or abnormal, although there were three subjects where discrepancies were observed.  One may 
conclude that the computer-based tests were wrong, or alternatively, that the anomaloscope was 
in error.  We would propose that neither of these conclusions is true.  Rather, the anomaloscope 
is measuring a different visual attribute than the computer-based tests, and when color deficiency 
is small, classification by the anomaloscope may conflict with other tests.  The interest of the 
USAF is to screen aircrew applicants and identify those who possess qualities that give them the 
best chance to succeed in the aviation environment.  This study demonstrates that, of all of the 
clinical devices evaluated, the anomaloscope correlated with operational performance the 
poorest.  Further, correlations between the anomaloscope and the automated tests were much 
poorer than correlations between the three computer-based tests.  Thus, while the anomaloscope 
may continue to be considered as the “gold standard” for defining color vision deficiency, the 
CAD, CCT, and CCVT are more suitable for aeromedical color vision screening. 

Overall, there was good agreement between the computer-based tests.  Coefficients of 
determination (R2) were over 0.80 between devices.  When the analysis was limited to color 
abnormal subjects, correlations were more modest, ranging from 0.173 to 0.639.  Correlations 
between the computer tests and the anomaloscope were modest for all subjects, and there was no 
significant correlation when the analysis was limited to color deficient subjects. 

Findings from the operational task proved to be highly variable among both color normal 
and color anomalous subjects, with only ~30% of the variance attributable to color vision status. 
The task was replicated under grayscale conditions as an attempt to tease out other, non-color 
vision variables that would contribute to overall performance.  When the throughput under 
chromatic conditions was normalized by dividing by the throughput under achromatic 
conditions, the coefficient of determination values increased almost twofold. 

The operational task demonstrated a general trend of poorer performance with worsening 
levels of color deficiency.  Moderate and severely color deficient subjects performed at a level 
statistically worse than normals under both the chromatic condition as well as the normalized 
condition.  In contrast, mildly deficient subjects showed no statistical differences from color 
normal subjects under any condition, although this finding should be taken with caution as the 
sample size for mild color deficient subjects was low (n=5 subjects).  No differences were seen 
between any groups on the achromatic test.   
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS 
 
   Electronic measures of color vision screening demonstrated high sensitivity and 

specificity; however, this was a relatively small study and these results should be validated with 
a much larger sample size. 

The operational task demonstrated that subjects with color vision deficiencies were 
poorer at processing color-coded information; however, many color deficient subjects, including 
some with moderate and severe deficiencies, were able to perform at a level comparable to color 
normal subjects.  Furthermore, while this effect was statistically significant, the magnitude was 
small.  This finding should be interpreted carefully.  Our study used colors with very specific 
chromaticities and with high contrast.  Testing was performed under optimal conditions on a 
well-calibrated display.  True operational environments are far more austere, with variables that 
go beyond those evaluated in this study.  Further studies with different color chromaticities, 
contrast levels, and operational scenarios are indicated. 

Although the anomaloscope has been considered the “gold standard” for defining color 
status, its results did not correlate with other tests in terms of the severity of a color vision 
anomaly and correlated poorly with performance on the operational task.  The RCCT, CAD, and 
WCCVT produced more meaningful results in this regard. 
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS 
 
CAD  Colour Assessment & Diagnosis 

MM  matching midpoint 

MR  matching range 

OBVA  Operational Based Vision Assessment 

RCCT  Rabin Cone Contrast Test 

SA   situation awareness 

SD   standard deviation 

SME  subject matter expert 

USAF  U.S. Air Force 

WCCVT Waggoner Computerized Color Vision Test 
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